Aseptic nonunion of pediatric subtrochanteric fracture: A case report
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Abstract

Nonunion of pediatric fractures related to the extracapsular proximal femur is a rare event if managed appropriately. Varus malposition renders increased stress over the fracture site leading to failure of the sound union. Management of such fractures is difficult owing to limited implant choices and presence of adjacent open physes. Open reduction and freshening of edges, removal of fibrous tissue, internal fixation with intra, or extramedullary implants, and a compliant follow-up are keys to the good functional outcome.
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The fracture within 10% of the total femoral length of the lesser trochanter is defined as subtrochanteric fracture in pediatric age group. Nonunion has rarely been associated with pediatric subtrochanteric fractures unlike its adult counterpart [1]. Few exceptional scenarios such as adolescent age, the presence of infection, segmental loss, or concomitant soft tissue problems are associated with delayed or nonunion [2,3].

CASE REPORT

A 10-year-old male child was presented to us with complaints of difficult weight bearing in left lower extremity with feeling of instability on attempted ambulation. There was a history of injury to his left hip region 5 months back after fall from a moving vehicle. There was a history of conservative treatment since the time of injury with rest and plaster splint application. The old radiograph 1 month after the aforementioned treatment was brought by attendants, which showed a fracture of the subtrochanteric region of left proximal femur with attempt of the union in varus malposition (Fig. 1). After 3 months, the child was asked to bear weight to increase chances of union following which the child experienced pain and discomfort after a week. He could not bear weight properly in the affected limb since then.

The fresh radiographs showed a frank nonunion of the fracture site with displacement and rounded edges (Fig. 2). The patient was advised treatment by surgical intervention with various options with respective pros and cons. The patient chose open reduction and internal fixation with an intramedullary flexible nailing and supportive therapy. After due informed consent, the patient was planned for surgery under spinal anesthesia. The fracture site was approached with the direct lateral approach. The fracture ends were held by bone holding forceps followed by an intra and extramedullary curettage resulting in freshening of edges and removal of fibrous tissues until bleeding native tissue was visible. Two appropriately sized titanium elastic nails were introduced in a retrograde manner from distal femoral region to cross and engage proximal femur across fracture site providing sufficient stability. The biplanar position of nails was checked under image intensifier in orthogonal planes followed by closure of a wound in layers. A 2 weeks Thomas’ splint was placed for the rest to the extremity until pain and swelling are subsided, and gentle knee and physiotherapy started. Quadriceps strengthening exercises were encouraged all through the post-operative period. The post-operative radiograph showed satisfactory fracture reduction and position of intramedullary implants (Fig. 3).

There was radiological evidence of union in serial radiographs in the follow-up while clinically there was decreased pain and discomfort. The fracture was united well after a year of follow-up and patient performing pain free activities of daily living (Fig. 4). There was no wound or surgery related complications seen.

DISCUSSION

The subtrochanteric fractures have been satisfactorily managed by conservative means in the past [4]. Literature has relatively less substantial studies regarding these subset of pediatric femoral fractures [4,5]. Other successful modality is flexible intramedullary nails with excellent outcome in some studies. Besides it, submuscular plating that is used widely for shaft
femur fractures has also been found another excellent technique to treat subtrochanteric fractures [5,6].

When treating these fractures conservatively, careful follow-up with radiographs in early weeks of therapy are essential to check displacement or malalignment [7]. The malalignment and shortening results in leg length discrepancy and altered hip biomechanics that has potential long-term complications affecting overall mobility and functional outcome. The presented case highlights the importance of achieving and maintaining appropriate alignment during conservative treatment failure of which may lead to higher stresses over the fracture site and resultant nonunion. The physiological cyclic loading over a malreduced fracture leads to failure of union and disability to the patient. The treatment options like elastic nailing also are not free of complication but still a viable option in the management of subtrochanteric fractures [8]. We chose nails over plates as these are good devices with proven stability and safety. These are easier to remove after the union and require lesser incision for the procedure. The locking plates in comparison are sturdier implant but may pose difficulty in removal in cases of cold welded screws [9]. The plates also have reportedly higher incidences of refracture after removal of hardware [10]. Compared to a locked plate, flexible nails were a cheaper alternative at our center. The current report of an un-united subtrochanteric fracture managed by open reduction and elastic nailing has been a rare report.

CONCLUSION

Varus malreduction during conservative treatment leads to delayed or nonunion due to inherent biomechanical disadvantage. Successful management of these injuries with the removal of fibrous tissue, freshening of edges, and fixation with elastic nailing system is a viable option.
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